Growing Organizational Resilience & Wellbeing

Optimizing people and performance potential by leading with The Science of Happiness at Work™

How are you supporting your people in this changing world of work?
This program provides leadership teams with the opportunity to work out how, as an organization and as a leadership team, they wish to respond to the changed world and the shifting world of work. It’s an opportunity to re-examine the culture and workings of their organization and to explore its place in society. And, in order to do that, to give everyone in the organization a voice, to help support their wellbeing and grow their resilience.

A 2021-appropriate leadership and organizational development online program
Spanning four weeks including one live webinar to attend and one recorded session to watch each week, this program is best suited for learning groups of between 6 and 12 people.

Learn from the world experts in organizational happiness and leadership development
More than ten years ago, iOpener launched the Science of Happiness at Work™; the culmination of rigorous research carried out worldwide. The research findings, backed by academics and used by thousands of organizations, have given iOpener a depth of insight into how organizations perform based on a number of individual, team and organizational practices and behaviors. The Performance Happiness Model and iPPQ workplace survey enable organizations to assess, analyze and act to create greater workplace wellbeing, resilience and boosted performance.

This program works on a number of levels
1. iOpener’s consultancy team works with your leadership team to map out a change program to make positive shift happen in your organization
2. Master facilitators guide your leadership team through this cutting-edge leadership program
3. Executive Coaches engage with your leaders to help them successfully lead their organization in the 2021 world and beyond

This online program incorporates a mix of cutting-edge learning methodologies and professional development processes:
- live virtual sessions
- recorded modules
- individual assessments & executive coaching
- organization / team diagnostics
- inter-module ‘homework’

To discuss Growing Organizational Resilience & Wellbeing for your leadership team, please contact: -
katie.demain@iopener.com or Oriana.tickell@iopener.com